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Abstract—This paper presents a fault-electromagnetic-thermal model of a fault-tolerant dual star Flux-Switching Permanent Magnet (FSPM) motor. The analytical results in terms of phase currents, rotor velocity and output torque are firstly calculated by a Simulink-MATLAB based fault (short-circuit) model. Then, the fault and normal phase currents are used in the motor 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) model to calculate the copper and iron losses. As the main heat sources in electrical machines, the obtained copper and iron losses are used in the Lumped Parameter (LP) and the 3D FEM thermal models to calculate the temperatures of different machine components. Finally, the variation of temperatures of the machine in presence of faults can be predicted. The results obtained by the LP and the 3D FEM models are also validated by experimental tests. A good agreement has been observed among the analytical, numerical and experimental results. In order to realize the 3D FEM model of the doubly salient rotating machine, a method to transform the salient rotor into a non-salient one have been proposed. Some methods are also proposed to enhance the performance of the cooling system and decrease the maximum temperature of the machine.

Index Terms—Fault-tolerant, loss modeling, flux switching, thermal resistance network, finite-element method (FEM).

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to their high power density, the fault tolerant permanent magnet motors have attracted increasing attentions in safety critical applications such as Hybrid Electrical Vehicle (HEV) and more electrical aircraft. To enhance the fault tolerant capability, a lot of methods have been proposed in recent years, e.g. the multi-phase machines (the number of phase $n > 3$) [1]-[5], multi-motor structures [6] or dual-star stator machines [7]-[8], etc.
Concerning to multi-phase machines, due to their higher phase number, the power can be split across a greater number of inverter legs than classical three phase machines. As a result, the rating of the power devices could be relatively lower. Furthermore, the independent flux and torque control can be ensured even if one phase is open-circuited. This is impossible for the three-phase machines [1], [4]. However, the multi-phase machines need multiple inverter legs, and this non classical inverter structure could increase the cost of the system.

With regard to the multi-motor structures, the phases of the motors are magnetically and physically separated. Thus, the phase failures (short-circuit or open-circuit) of one motor will not infect the phases of other motors, and the rest machines can operate properly even in presence of faults in one motor. As a result, the reliability could be considerably increased. To some degree, this method is not suitable for the embedded systems as in aircraft and HEV, where the volume for installing the motors is often limited. However, because of the increase of additional end-winding length, the series [9] or parallel [6] motor connections need more system volume than the single-motor structure.

To obtain the advantages of both the foregoing structures, the dual star motors could be applied. In this paper, because of its high torque and power densities as well as its simple rotor structure, a dual star Flux-Switching Permanent Magnet (FSPM) motor is applied for controlling the Variable Stator Vane (VSV) of aircraft. In VSV application, the electrical machine is applied to control the open angle of vanes so that the air flow enters in the aircraft engine can be controlled and the regime of the engine can be regulated. The cross section of this dual star FSPM motor is shown in Fig. 1 (a), in which the stator and rotor tooth numbers are relatively 12 and 10. The rotor structure of the FSPM is as simple as that of Switched Reluctance Motors. Thus, the fault tolerance capability of this kind of machines can be significantly higher than rotor mounted permanent magnet machines [10]-[11]. For simplicity, we consider that the primary star consists of the phases $a$, $b$ and $c$, while the redundant one is composed by the phases $A$, $B$ and $C$. All the phase windings are concentrated. Thus, there is no overlapping contact between end-windings, and the end-winding length
can be decreased. The two stars are supplied by two independent voltage source inverters (VSIs, see Fig. 2), and the neutral points of which are not connected together [7]-[8]. In healthy mode, only the primary star is supplied, which is similar to a classical three-phase permanent magnet motor. When a short-circuit or an open-circuit failure occurs, to decrease the torque pulsation and the mutual influence between phases, all the switches of the primary star are opened, and simultaneously, the redundant star is supplied. As a result, the operation continuity of the machine is ensured. A summary can be made that the dual star structure is similar to a double-motor structure (multi-motor). However, they are compacted into one entire motor structure as a six-phase (multi-phase), in which, only three phases are used. Thus, both the merits of the multi-motor and multi-phase structures can be taken into account by using the dual star structure.

During the design process of a fault tolerant dual star FSPM motor, besides the fault tolerant consideration, the thermal problem caused by the faults should also be taken into account. Previous thermal modeling studies were often focused on the machine in normal mode, in which the main heat sources are the constant maximum copper, iron and mechanical losses [12]-[19]. A few studies have been reported about the electrical machines with driving cycles [20]-[22]. In this paper, due to the redundant phases, the open-circuit failure is not serious because it is sufficient to open all the phases of this star and to use the
other one. However, for the short-circuit failures (especially for the terminal short-circuit of one phase), even if the switches of the inverter legs are opened, the short-circuit phases can always induce short-circuit current. This can produce a various resistant torque, which will disturb the output torque and the rotor speed. To maintain the same average output torque, the currents of the normal phases need to be increased to compensate this resistant torque. As a result, because of the presence of short-circuit current and the increase of normal phase currents, the copper and iron losses (the influence of mechanical losses are neglected) would be increased and the temperature could also increase considerably. This increase of temperature could exceed the thermal constraint, and the well designed motor in normal mode could not meet the machine specifications in fault mode. Thus, the main goal in this paper is to study the influence of short-circuit failures on the thermal behaviour of a dual star FSPM motor.

![Control scheme for fault tolerant dual star FSPM motor.](image)

**Fig. 2** Control scheme for fault tolerant dual star FSPM motor.

## 2 Electromagnetic Model of Dual Star FSPM Motor

### 2.1 Short-Circuit Fault Model

In this paper, the fault model is based on one phase terminal short-circuit of the primary star, which is shown in the Fig. 3. All the three phases of the primary star are opened, and the three phases of redundant star are then supplied simultaneously. As an example, the phase $a$ of the primary star is considered as short circuited. As been mentioned in previous section, even if the switch of the inverter leg of the short-circuit
phase is opened, due to the permanent magnet and the self and mutual inductances, the short-circuit current can still appear.

![Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor with one phase of the primary star short-circuited.](image)

The neutral points are isolated and inaccessible, the relation among the three redundant phase currents is:

\[ i_A + i_B + i_C = 0 \]  

(1)

Following generator convention, the relationship between the no-load electromotive force (EMF) of the short-circuit phase \(a\) \((e_a)\) due to the permanent magnets and the phase currents could be established as:

\[ e_a = \frac{d\Phi_0}{dt} = R_a i_a + L_a \frac{di_a}{dt} + M_{aA} \frac{di_A}{dt} + M_{aB} \frac{di_B}{dt} + M_{aC} \frac{di_C}{dt} \]  

(2)

Where

- \(R_a\) and \(L_a\): Resistance and self-inductance of phase \(a\),
- \(i_a\): Short-circuit current of phase \(a\),
- \(\Phi_0\): No-load phase flux linkage,
- \(M_{aA}, M_{aB}\) and \(M_{aC}\): Mutual inductance between phase \(a\) and phase \(A\), phase \(B\) as well as phase \(C\).

All the parameters of the (2) are calculated by 2D FEM and validated by experimental method. It is found that, if the high order harmonics are neglected, the EMFs of the corresponding phases between the primary and the redundant stars could be identical \((e_a = e_A)\). Furthermore, comparing to \(M_{aB}\) and \(M_{aC}\) \((M_{aB} = M_{aC})\), the \(M_{aA}\) is significantly low. This is because the permanent magnets in the middle of the phases \(B, C, b\) and \(c\) form a natural barrier for the phase magnetic flux, which prevents the mutual flux created by the phase \(a\)
from passing through the phase A via the stator yoke (see Fig. 1). As a result, the $M_{aA}$ is neglected. Without flux weakening operation, the expression of the short-circuit current in the phase $a$ can be written as:

$$i_a(t) = \left\{ \frac{MI_A}{L_a(\omega^2 + (1/\tau)^2)} \left[ \omega \left( \frac{1}{\tau} + \frac{E_a}{MI_A} \right) \cos(\omega t) + \left( \omega^2 - \frac{E_a}{MI_A} \right) \sin(\omega t) \right] - \frac{MI_A \omega}{L_a(\omega^2 + (1/\tau)^2)} \left( \frac{1}{\tau} + \frac{E_a}{MI_A} \right) e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} \right\}$$

where $e_a(t) = E_a \cos(\omega t + \pi/2)$. $M = M_{ab} = M_{ac}$. $i_A(t) = I_A \cos(\omega t + \pi/2)$. $\tau = L_a/R_a$ (electrical time constant) and $\omega$ (electrical speed). After the short-circuit failure and the machine enters in the permanent regime, the $e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} \to 0$ and the expression of short-circuit current in the (3) can be simplified to:

$$i_a(t) = K \sqrt{A^2 + B^2} \cos(\omega t + \varphi)$$

where $K = \frac{MI_A}{L_a(\omega^2 + (1/\tau)^2)}$, $A = \omega \left( \frac{1}{\tau} + \frac{E_a}{MI_A} \right)$, $B = \left( \omega^2 - \frac{E_a}{MI_A} \right)$ and $\varphi = \arctan(B/A)$.

With the obtained short-circuit current, the output torque ($T_m$) produced by the three redundant phases and the short-circuit phase can be finally calculated as:

$$T_m = \frac{1}{\Omega} \left( [e]_{ABC}^T \cdot [i]_{ABC} + e_a i_a \right)$$

where $\Omega$ is the rotor mechanical velocity, $[e]_{ABC}$ and $[i]_{ABC}$ are respectively two $3 \times 1$ matrix of three phase EMFs and currents of the redundant star.

The simulation is based on the Simulink-MATLAB package, and the block-diagram of the control system is shown in the Fig. 4. The speed control is realized by a PI controller while the current control is realized by a hysteresis controller. Since the control strategy is not the main research aspect in this paper, thus, for simplifying the simulation and the experimental validation, we suppose that the redundant star is always supplied and the phase $a$ can be short circuited at any moment. In order to validate the simulated results, a dSPACE-based digital controller is designed and implemented to drive the dual star FSPM motor, and a DC motor is used as a charge of the system. The used motor is a 12-slots and 10-pole FSPM motor, the prototype is shown in the Fig. 5. The parameters of this machine are given in the appendix.
The simulated and measured currents and rotor speeds are shown in the Fig. 6 and the Fig. 7 (SC is short-circuit). A good agreement between the simulated and measured results has been observed. When the phase $a$ is short-circuited at 2.3 seconds, a short-circuit current appears in the phase $a$, which is almost opposite to the current in the phase A. Since the EMFs of these two phases are practically identical, so, the torque produced by the short-circuit phase $a$ should also be opposite to that of the phase A (see Fig. 8). Generally, if the phase resistance, the mutual inductances and the iron losses are neglected, the short-circuit current and the phase EMF will have a phase separation of $\frac{\pi}{2}$, and the average value of torque produced by the short-circuit phase will be null. However, in this paper, the angle between the short-circuit current and the phase EMF is not exactly $\frac{\pi}{2}$. Thus, the value of average resistant torque due to short-circuit current is not null. On the contrary, this is always negative if we consider that the torque produced by the three redundant phases is positive. In order to maintain the same output average torque and the same
velocity, the currents of the three phases of the redundant star should be increased to compensate the short-circuit torque as in the Fig. 6, in which, the peak of the current has increased approximately two times.

In the Fig. 7, it is found when the short-circuit failure appears in the phase $a$, the rotor speed decreases. This is because the torque produced by the phase $a$ is always opposite to that of the phase $A$, which could be considered as a brake torque and decelerates the motor. However, due to the speed controller, the average speed could be maintained at the same value as the initial speed except that the speed is disturbed by the asymmetrical failure.

---

**Fig. 6** Healthy and post-fault current waveforms of the healthy and short-circuit phases of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor. (a) simulated results, (b) measured results.

---

**Fig. 7** Healthy and post-fault rotor mechanical velocities of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor.
Fig. 8 Healthy and post-fault instantaneous torques of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor. (a) two torque components produced by the healthy and by the short-circuit phases, (b) total torque produced by the healthy and the short-circuit phases.

The maximum short-circuit current could be predicted by the characteristic of short-circuit current versus rotor speed. The simulated and measured maximum short-circuit currents as well as that calculated analytically by the (3) are shown in the Fig. 9. It is found that the maximum short-circuit current of the dual star FSPM motor is about 20 A. At low rotor speeds, the rotor speed has a great influence on the value of short-circuit current. However, with the increase of the rotor speed, the influence of the resistance of the phase $a$ could be neglected. As a result, the short-circuit current is independent of the rotor speed at high rotor speed regions, and which could be determined by the open circuit flux and the self inductance of the phase $a$. This is why the maximum short-circuit current is approximately constant at high rotor speeds.
2.2 COPPER AND IRON LOSSES MODEL

For one phase short-circuit condition, the copper losses \( P_{CO} \) of the dual star FSPM motor depends on the phase resistance, the normal and short-circuit phase RMS currents. They can be computed as follows:

\[
P_{CO} = 3RI_{RMS}^2 + R^2I_{SC}^2
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( R \) is the phase resistance (in this paper, the resistivity of copper is considered as constant and independent of the temperature variation), \( I_{RMS} \) and \( I_{SC} \) are respectively the normal and short-circuit phase RMS currents. The RMS phase currents could be obtained by Simulink-MATLAB based model as shown in the Fig. 6. It is clear that the strong increase of phase currents certainly leads to a considerable increase of the copper losses, because the latter one is proportional to the square of RMS currents.

As one kind of main heat sources of the electrical machines, the stator and rotor iron losses should be calculated so as to precisely predict the temperatures of different parts of the electrical machines. The expression of stator and rotor iron loss densities \( P_x \ (W/m^3) \) could be established as [23]

\[
P_x(W/m^3) = f_x(k_{h1}\Delta B_{pp} + k_{h2}\Delta B_{pp}^2) + k_{ef}f_x\int_0^{1/2}\frac{\partial B}{\partial t}^2dt.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where
\( f_e (x = R, S) \) : Rotor (R) or Stator (S) electrical frequency,

\( k_{h1} = 5 \text{ A/m and } k_{h2} = 40 \text{ Am/Vs} \) : Hysteresis loss coefficients,

\( B_{pp} (\text{Tesla}) \) : Peak-to-Peak value of flux density,

\( k_e = 0.022 \text{ Am/V} \) : Eddy current loss coefficient.

In this paper, the hysteresis and eddy current loss coefficients are obtained by experimental methods. With the instantaneous normal and short-circuit currents obtained by simulation and validated by experiments, the rotor and stator magnetic flux density versus rotor position could also be calculated by 2D FEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper losses and rotor as well as stator iron losses for two driving points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor speed (rpm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output torque (Nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase resistance (Ω)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy current (A) (RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-circuit current (A) (RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper losses (W) (normal phases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper losses (W) (short-circuit phases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor iron losses (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator iron losses (W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, two driving points are chosen such as at the driving point \( I \), the output torque and the rotor velocity are respectively 4 Nm and 1000 rpms while at the driving point \( II \), the output torque and the rotor velocity are respectively 8 Nm and 100 rpms. The obtained copper losses and the stator as well as rotor iron losses are shown in the Table 1. As discussed in previous sections, to maintain the same output torque in presence of one phase short-circuit, the currents of the healthy phases should be increased. Thus, together with the short-circuit current, the copper losses increase considerably comparing to healthy mode. However, in presence of short-circuit, the stator and rotor iron losses increase only slightly.
3 THERMAL MODEL OF DUAL STAR FSPM MOTOR

3.1 LUMPED-PARAMETER (LP) THERMAL MODEL

As in power system, using the network thermal resistance to model the nodal temperature and the heat flux paths in the electrical machine is possible [13]-[15], [17], [20]-[21], [24]. Concerning this method, the different parts of machine could be modelled by different thermal resistances. Moreover, the different heat transfer mechanisms, e.g. thermal conduction, thermal convection and thermal radiation can be taken into account. The accuracy of this method depends on the discretization level of different parts of the machine. Generally, the higher is the discretization level, the higher is the accuracy, while the longer is the calculate time. Comparing to the Finite Element Analysis, the lumped-parameter (LP) thermal model can have the similar accuracy of computation while with much shorter consuming time. This is the main benefit of this model, which is much more interesting for the machine optimisation that needs numerous iterations of calculate. In order to establish the LP thermal model, the different thermal transfer mechanisms are detailed in the following sections.

3.1.1 Thermal Conduction

The general expression of temperature describing the heat transfer is

$$-\lambda \nabla^2 T + \rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \dot{q}$$

where $\lambda$ (W/m°C), $\rho$ (kg/m³), $c_p$ (J/kg°C) and $\dot{q}$ (W/m³) are thermal conductivity, density, specific heat capacity and heat source, respectively. After resolving the expression (8) in steady-state regime, the general expression of thermal resistances of different motor components ($R_{\text{conduction}}$ (°C/W)) representing the conductive heat transfer in one direction is [14]

$$R_{\text{conduction}} = \frac{L}{\lambda S}$$

where $L$ (m) and $S$ (m²) are the length following the heat flow direction and the area of the cross-section of the motor component.
Since the structure of the electrical machine in this paper is cylindrical, using two cylinders to represent different components are possible, which is shown in the Fig. 10. In zone I ($r_1 < r < r_2$), with heat sources, which represents the redundant phase windings and the short-circuit phase winding (in fault mode), the stator and the rotor iron core. While in zone II ($r_2 < r < r_3$), without heat sources, which presents the frame, the shaft, the permanent magnets, the outer and inner air of the machine. In axial direction ($z$ axis), the heat can be removed in $\pm z$ directions, and for simplicity, only $+z$ direction thermal resistances ($R_d$ and $R_e$) are shown in the Fig. 10. Because of the irregular distribution of the coils in the stator slots, the precise thermal model of each coil is significantly difficult. Thus, as in some of previous studies [15]-[16], the stator slots are considered as an equivalent homogeneous material so as to simplify the thermal model.

The winding equivalent thermal conductivity of the prototype is obtained by analytical method (see equation (10)), and verified by Finite Element and experimental methods as in the following parts. In this paper, a value of 0.2 W/m$^\circ$C is given for a stator slots filling coefficient of 40%. It should be noted that in the stator and in the rotor as well as in the phase windings, the axial thermal conductivity and the radial thermal conductivity are not the same. This is mainly due to the dielectric coating layer between the conductors (iron and copper). For example, in the laminated stator core, the radial equivalent thermal resistance is the parallel resistance of the laminations and the dielectric coating layers, which could be considered as similar to the thermal resistance of pure iron. While, in the axial direction, the equivalent thermal resistance is the series resistance of the laminations and the dielectric coating layers, which is much higher than the radial thermal resistance because the dielectric coating layers are not good thermal conductors. As a result, the radial thermal conductivity in the laminated stator or rotor is often much higher than the axial one. This is contrary to the stator winding, in which, the axial thermal conductivity is similar to that of the copper, while the radial thermal conductivity is considerably lower. This is main reason why the maximum temperature is often found in the end-windings of the electrical machines.
where \( \lambda_i (W/m^°C) \), \( \lambda_c (W/m^°C) \) and \( k_b \) are respectively the thermal conductivity of isolation, the thermal conductivity of copper and the filling factor.

\[
\lambda_{eq} = \frac{(1 + k_b)\lambda_c + (1 - k_b)\lambda_i}{(1 - k_b)\lambda_c + (1 + k_b)\lambda_i}
\]  

(10)

After resolving the different equations as shown in the Fig. 10, the thermal resistances of different components of the electrical machine in form of the expression (9) are

\[
\begin{align*}
R_a &= R_b = \frac{1}{8\pi L} \left[ 1 - \frac{2r_1^2}{r_2^2 - r_1^2} \ln \left( \frac{r_2}{r_1} \right) \right] \\
R_c &= \frac{1}{2\pi L} \ln \left( \frac{r_2}{r_1} \right) \\
R_d &= \frac{L}{4\pi \lambda(r_2^2 - r_1^2)} \\
R_e &= \frac{L}{2\pi \lambda(r_3^2 - r_2^2)}
\end{align*}
\]  

(11)

where \( L \) (m) is the axial length of the cylinder in z direction, \( r_1 \) (m), \( r_2 \) (m) and \( r_3 \) (m) are the inner, the middle and the outer radii of this cylinder, respectively. The (11) could be applied to calculate the thermal resistance of all the motor components due to thermal conduction.
3.1.2 Thermal Convection

In the electrical machines, the thermal convection phenomena could be divided into two categories. The first one is the external thermal convection between the outer surface of the frame and the cooling system (fluid or gas), which could be modelled as the thermal convection between a cylinder and the cooling fluid. While the thermal convection between the inner lateral surfaces of the frame and the end-windings, and the thermal convection between the stator and the rotor are included in the second category, which is the internal thermal convection within the electrical machine. All the foregoing thermal convections could be considered as between the solid surfaces and the nearby cooling fluid and modelled by a single thermal resistance \( R_{\text{convection}} \, (^\circ \text{C}/\text{W}) \) as

\[
R_{\text{convection}} = \frac{1}{(hS)}
\]

where \( h \, (\text{W}/\text{m}^2/^\circ \text{C}) \) and \( S \, (\text{m}^2) \) are respectively the convection coefficient and the exchange surface area between the solid surfaces and the nearby cooling fluid.

In order to obtain the convective thermal resistances in the electrical machines, the accurate calculation of the convection coefficients in different parts of the electrical machine is essential. However, it should be taken into account that the precise computation of thermal convection coefficient is a significantly demanding task. This can be performed by lots of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [16]. While the CFD calculations are very time-consuming and need a solid knowledge of mechanical fluid in air-gap. This is certainly a very challenging task in the machine conception process. Furthermore, the obtained convection coefficient of one certain machine could not be used for other machines, because the convection coefficient depends much on the motor structures.

As mentioned in previous sections, the foregoing machine is designed for a Variable Stator Vane (HSV) application. Thus, the machine should be a totally enclosed one, and the only cooling system is the ambient air flow nearby the outer surface of the frame. The convection coefficient between the external surface of the frame and the ambiance is obtained by experiments and a value as \( h = 30 \, \text{W}/\text{m}^2/^\circ \text{C} \) is given in the
machine specifications. The experiments is realised by using a cylinder, the outer diameter of which is similar to that of the machine. The power losses ($P (W)$) are distributed uniformly in the cylinder. The outer surface and ambient temperatures can be measured. The thermal resistance ($R_{\text{convection}}$) due to outer surface convection can be obtained by using equation (20). Based on the expression (12), the thermal coefficient can be finally calculated. Two things should be taken into account that, the difference between the outer surface temperature and the ambient temperature must be low enough to avoid the influence of thermal radiation, and the air density should be considered constant.

Without motor fan on the rotor, the axial fluid flow in the air gap could be neglected comparing to the radial fluid flow. Furthermore, even if the air flow in the air-gap is turbulent, it could still be considered that there is a thin layer of air nearby the rotor tooth tips, which is laminar, and rotates with the rotor with the same peripheral speed of rotor tip. This is the same case for the air flow inter-rotor teeth. Thus, the convection coefficient in the air-gap could then be calculated as follows [14], [16]

$$T a = \frac{\rho^2 \Omega^2 r_a e^3}{\mu^2}$$

(13)

Where

- $T a$: Taylor number,
- $\mu (Pa \cdot s)$: Dynamic viscosity of fluid in air-gap,
- $\Omega (rad/s)$: Rotor mechanical speed,
- $r_a = e / \ln \left( \frac{r_{s,\text{inner}}}{r_{r,\text{outer}}} \right)$: Mean logarithmic radius,
- $e (m)$: Air-gap length,
- $r_{s,\text{inner}} (m)$: Stator inner radius,
- $r_{r,\text{outer}} (m)$: Rotor outer radius.

Based on the obtained Taylor number, the Nusselt number ($Nu$) can then be calculated as
The convection coefficient could finally be established as

\[
\begin{align*}
Nu &= 2 & (Ta < 1708) \\
Nu &= 0.128Ta^{0.367} & (1800 < Ta < 12000) \\
Nu &= 0.409Ta^{0.241} & (12000 < Ta < 4.10^6)
\end{align*}
\]

(14)

where \(D_h\) (m) is the hydraulic diameter, which is equal to two times the air-gap length \((2 \times e)\) for the electrical machines with narrow air-gap. Using the expression (12), the thermal resistance due to thermal convection in the air-gap could be obtained.

Concerning the end-windings, without the motor fan on the rotor, the thermal convection around the end-windings could be considered as natural, and the thermal convection for the vertical plate surface could be applied for computing the Nusselt number as [24]

\[
Nu = (0.825 + 0.387Ra_D^{0.166}(1 + 0.671Pr^{-0.5625})^{-0.296})^2
\]

(16)

where \(Ra_D\) and \(Pr\) are respectively the Rayleigh number and the Prandtl number. This can also be used for calculating the Nusselt number of the inner lateral surface of the frame. However, for the lateral surface of the rotor, the thermal convection is forced, and the Nusselt number should be calculated as follows [25]

\[
\begin{align*}
Nu_D &= 0.664Re_D^{0.5}Pr^{0.333} & (Re_D < 500\,000) \\
Nu_D &= (0.037Re_D^{0.8} - 871)Pr^{0.333} & (Re_D \geq 500\,000)
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

where the \(Re_D\) is the Reynolds number.

3.1.3 Thermal radiation

Within the electrical machines, because of the relatively low temperature gradients between different parts, the thermal radiation is often not as important as the thermal conduction as well as the thermal convection [14]. Generally, the higher the temperature difference between the surfaces of the machine, the higher the heat flow transferred by the thermal radiation. In electrical machines, the thermal radiation could also be divided into two categories as the same way for modelling the thermal convection. The first one is between the surface and the surrounding environment, e.g. the extern surface of frame and the ambient. The
second one is between two surfaces, e.g. the rotor outer surface and the stator inner surface (air-gap), the end-windings and the inner lateral surface of the frame (cavity), etc. As mentioned previously, the second one is often neglected, and only the first one is taken into account. If the ambient surrounding the outer surface of the frame is great enough to be considered as a blackbody, then the surface radiation transfer \( q_{\text{rad}} \) between the surface and the ambient could be established as \[14\]

\[
q_{\text{rad}} = \varepsilon_{\text{th}} \sigma_{SB} (T_s^4 - T_a^4)
\]  

(18)

Where

\( \varepsilon_{\text{th}} \): Total surface emissivity,

\( \sigma_{SB} \): Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

\( T_s \): Surface temperature in degree,

\( T_a \): Ambient temperature in degree.

Using the same way as for modelling the thermal convection, the thermal resistance due to radiation could be established as

\[
R_{\text{radiation}} = \frac{T_s - T_a}{q_{\text{rad}} \cdot S}
\]  

(19)

Using the motor parameters shown in appendix, the thermal resistances of different motor components due to thermal conduction can be calculated with the method as in paragraph 3.1.1, and thermal convection and thermal radiation could be obtained by the methods presented in paragraphs 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. After a series of calculations, the complete Lumped Parameter (LP) thermal model of the dual star FSPM motor is then established, and shown in the Fig. 11. The different thermal resistances are described as in the Table 2.
Fig. 11 Lumped-Parameter steady state thermal model of the dual star FSPM motor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Radial direction</th>
<th>Axial direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator slots</td>
<td>R1-R4</td>
<td>R33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator tooth</td>
<td>R5-R8</td>
<td>R32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator yoke</td>
<td>R9</td>
<td>R30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>R10-R12</td>
<td>R29, R47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent magnet</td>
<td>R13-R14</td>
<td>R31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-winding</td>
<td>R39, R41</td>
<td>R40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor tooth</td>
<td>R21-R23</td>
<td>R34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor yoke</td>
<td>R24-R26</td>
<td>R35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>R27</td>
<td>R36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-gap</td>
<td>R15-R20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity of end-wing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>R37-R38, R42-R44, R46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame surface</td>
<td>R28</td>
<td>R48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the thermal network shown in the Fig. 11, a relationship among the thermal conductances, the node temperature and the node power losses can be finally established as
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_{11} & Y_{12} & \cdots & Y_{1n} \\
Y_{21} & Y_{22} & \cdots & Y_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
Y_{n1} & Y_{n2} & \cdots & Y_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
T_1 \\
T_2 \\
\vdots \\
T_n
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
P_1 \\
P_2 \\
\vdots \\
P_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(20)

Where \([T]_{n \times 1}\) is the node temperature matrix, \([P]_{n \times 1}\) is the node power loss matrix, \([Y]_{n \times n}\) is the thermal conductance matrix.

3.2 \textit{3D FEM Thermal Model}

Different from the non-salient electrical machines, the steady state thermal model at one rotor position is not suitable for the doubly salient machines as longer. However, it is always possible to transform the salient rotor into a non-salient one. Since the thermal time constant is much longer than the mechanical period of dual star FSPM motor, so, the air at the middle of air-gap could be heated up uniformly by the rotor tooth tip or the air inter-rotor teeth. As a result, it could be considered that the air layer in the middle of air-gap is isothermal. Moreover, since there is a fin layer of air nearby the rotor tooth tip, which rotates with the rotor with the same peripheral velocity. Thus, to the immobile part of stator, the rotating rotor part (the mobile rotor and the half of air-gap nearby the rotor) could be considered as an equivalent homogeneous material, and which is immobile. The equivalent radial thermal resistance of the rotor could be obtained as in the Fig. 12.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig12.png}
\caption{Procedure of calculating the equivalent rotor thermal resistance of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor.}
\end{figure}
In the Fig. 12, for simplicity, the stator part is replaced by only one thermal resistance \( R_{\text{stator}} \). \( T_a \) (22°C in this paper) is the ambient temperature, \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are respectively the iron losses \( P_{fr1} \) and \( P_{fr2} \) in the rotor. The different components in the Fig. 12 (a) and (b) can be obtained using the network of the Fig. 11 as

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{1\text{equal}} &= \frac{(R18 + R21) \cdot (R23 + R19)}{R18 + R21 + R23 + R19} \\
R_{2\text{equal}} &= R22 + R24 \\
R_{3\text{equal}} &= R20 + R25 \\
\Delta P1 &= R3_{\text{equal}} \cdot P2/(R2_{\text{equal}} + R3_{\text{equal}}) \\
\Delta P2 &= R2_{\text{equal}} \cdot P2/(R2_{\text{equal}} + R3_{\text{equal}})
\end{align*}
\]  

(21)

(22)

The rotor part equivalent thermal resistance \( R_{\text{rotor}} \) in the Fig. 12 (c) could then be obtained as

\[
R_{\text{rotor}} = \frac{(R3_{\text{equal}} + R2_{\text{equal}}) \cdot R1_{\text{equal}}}{(R1_{\text{equal}} + R2_{\text{equal}} + R3_{\text{equal}})}
\]

(23)

With the expression (11), the equivalent radial thermal conductivity of the equivalent rotor could be finally obtained. Concerning the axial thermal conductivity, which is approximately equal to the axial thermal conductivity of the laminated rotor.

The results of temperatures obtained by LP model and by 3D FEM for the driving point \( II \) are shown in the Table 3. It is found that, the highest temperature is always at the normal phase end-winding in both the healthy mode and the fault mode. However, the lowest temperature is at the lateral surface of the frame. It is also important to note that the temperature prediction for the critical application as in this paper is necessary during the preliminary conception, because a design in the normal mode could not satisfy the thermal constraints in fault mode. As shown in the Table 3, the maximum temperature in fault mode is up to 148°C. If the rotor speed increases, the temperature could exceed the thermal constraints and damage the winding isolations.

The temperature distributions of the dual star FSPM motor in normal and fault modes at driving point \( II \) are shown in the Fig. 13. To some degrees, at driving point \( II \) and in fault mode, the maximum temperature
of the end-winding is so high that the windings isolated material could be damaged. In order to decrease the maximum temperature of the electrical machine, the minimisation of the power losses is always a good choice, while enhancing the performance of cooling system is also a good alternative. In the cavity around the end-windings, the rotor mounted fan (Totally Enclosed Fan Cooled (TEFC) structure) could be applied to increase the air circulation. While on external surface of the frame, several kinds of cooling fins could be applied to increase the heat exchange area. To evaluate the heat transfer on a finned surface cooled by air, some methods have been proposed in [18].

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In order to measure the temperatures of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor, a Fluke Ti20 Thermal Imager camera is used, which has an accuracy of ±2°C, and the temperature range is from -10°C to 350°C. As mentioned in previous sections, the maximum temperature is often at the end-windings. Thus, so as to display the maximum temperature by the thermal camera, some holes are punched at the end-shield and the end-shield is drawn black as shown in the Fig. 14. To avoid the influence of the thermal time constant, the image is taken when the regime of the electrical machine is permanent, i.e. after the short-circuit failure in one phase, when the temperatures are nearly stable, the machine could be considered as entering into the permanent regime. The temperature distribution at the end-windings obtained by the thermal imager.
camera is shown in the Fig. 15. The ambient temperature is about 22°C. In normal mode, the maximum end-winding temperature is about 95°C. While in fault mode, the maximum temperature is about 151°C. The minimum temperatures are at the end-shield in normal mode as well as in fault mode, the values of which are respectively 49°C and 70°C.

![End-winding and End-shield](image)

*Fig. 14 Structure of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor for thermal experiments*

![Temperature distributions](image)

*Fig. 15 Healthy and post-fault temperature distributions of the fault-tolerant dual star FSPM motor at driving point I (Experimental results). (a) healthy mode, (b) fault mode.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Healthy mode</th>
<th>Fault mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP model</td>
<td>3D FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-winding (normal phase)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-winding (sc phase)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum temperature (Frame)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3 Analytical, Numerical and measured Results of Temperatures at Different Locations of the Dual Star FSPM Motor in Degree Celsius (°C)*
4 CONCLUSION

A short-circuit fault model of a dual star Flux-Switching Permanent Magnet (FSPM) motor has been presented. Based on this model, the short-circuit current as well as the normal currents, the rotor speed and the output torque are firstly calculated and then verified by experiments. With the obtained short-circuit and normal phase currents, the 2D FEM is used to calculate the copper and iron losses in the stator as well as in the rotor. To maintain the same output torque and the same rotor velocity as those in normal mode, the copper losses have increased considerably while the iron losses increased only slightly because of the short-circuit current.

In order to predict the temperature increase in short-circuit mode, a lumped-parameter (LP) thermal model has been established. The obtained copper and iron losses are used as heat sources to calculate the temperatures at different motor components. The accuracy of the LP thermal model is finally validated by 3D FEM thermal model as well as experimental tests. The LP and the 3D FEM thermal models can also be extended to cover transient problems with the thermal capacitances of different machine components.

APPENDIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Data of FSPM Motor 12/10 (Prototype)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of stator/rotor poles ((N_s/N_r))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator outer radius ((r_{s,\text{outer}}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor outer radius ((r_{r,\text{outer}}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack length ((L_a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-gap length ((e))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of phase coils ((N))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling factor ((k_b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remanent flux density ((Br)) ((200°C))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self inductance ((L_0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual inductance ((M_0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-load phase flux ((\Phi_0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of inertia ((J))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of friction ((f))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent winding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent magnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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